
For centuries, decoys have been used to lure unsus-
pecting birds and game animals into shooting
range. Today, ducks, geese, turkeys, doves and

varmints are all hunted using decoys and lately, an
increasing number of hunters are using decoys to take
big game animals as well. A decoy lulls an animal or bird
into a sense of security so that it becomes less aware of
any potential danger. When a game animal sees a decoy,
a visual confirmation occurs. The animal’s attention is
focused on the decoy, giving the hunter a distinct advan-
tage. 

Even though decoys work, attracting an animal like a
bull elk or whitetail buck is a lot more complicated than
just sticking a foam likeness in the ground and then hid-
ing in the bushes. To use a decoy effectively, a hunter
needs to combine a number of hunting skills that appeal
to an animal’s sense of smell, hearing and sight. By
adding a lifelike decoy to the mix of calls, rattling and
judicious scent application, a hunter can often dupe a
suspicious buck, bull elk or tom turkey into approaching
for a closer look. 

Since deer calls and ersatz antlers are likely already
stock items carried by most dealers, a dealer selling
decoys should expect the sale of these items to increase
as decoy sales increase. Most experts who regularly use
decoys encourage hunters to use a scent killing product
on the decoy before deploying it in the field and then to
mist some high quality deer scent around the area. It
doesn’t take a rocket scientist to see the added sales
potential of calls, rattling bags, scents and scent sup-
pression products the sale of a decoy can generate. 

While decoys aren’t something new, today they come
in a variety of shapes and styles including life like three
dimensional models, two dimensional silhouettes and
collapsible foam replicas. In addition, the trend for
decoys is that they are increasingly compact, lightweight,
portable and realistic.

An important consideration for any dealer selling
decoys is to know how to effectively use them so that this
information can be shared with customers. A customer
buying a decoy, without knowing how to use it or where
to place it for maximum results, will probably be disap-
pointed. Decoys work best in areas where deer or other
big game animals are regularly seen such as along travel
routes, in staging areas, near food sources or near newly
created rubs and scrapes. 

The decoy also needs to be within shooting distance,
preferably off to one side of the hunter’s tree stand. The
idea is to distract the deer’s attention from the hunter,

giving him or her time to aim and shoot. When using a
doe decoy, dealers should advise customers that the
decoy’s rump should be placed facing the hunter
because bucks will almost certainly approach the decoy
from the rear. 

Some decoys feature a movable tail, but taping a
piece of tissue paper to the rear of the decoy can add a
touch of realism to just about any setup. Scent control
should be a high priority as well and the decoy should be
handled with rubber gloves and then sprayed with a
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Reading articles about the successful use of
decoys and watching them in action with well-
known hunters like Mark Drury of Drury
Outdoors (right) has spread their popularity.
He’s shown with the Masters Series Boss Buck
from Flambeau. The limbs, head, and antlers all
fit into the body cavity for transport. While bro-
ken down this way the hunter carries the decoy
with a comfortable shoulder strap attached
between the chest and hind quarters. The rear
leg is designed to accept readily available
scent pads using Flambeau’s scent manage-
ment system while the front leg is designed to
accept electronic Invisi-series game calls
(where legal).
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scent suppressing product after it is in place. 
Since a game animal is looking for another of its

kind, most decoys will work: sometimes. Nothing is guar-
anteed in hunting but there are things a hunter can do to
tip the odds in his or her favor and properly using a
decoy is one of them. Let’s take a look at the companies
that manufacture decoys and the kinds of products they
offer. 

Renzo’s decoys have been popular with hunters for
many years and according to Expedite Production
Design Engineer Jay Rogers, last year the entire Renzo
line was incorporated into the Edge by Expedite line of
outdoor products and distribution channels. Rogers
explained that Renzo’s decoys are fabricated of tough,

durable, corrugated plastic making them extremely
lightweight. “Hunters will like the way they fold up for
transport and, because they are only 3/4 of an inch thick,
there is no bulk,” Rogers stated. He added that it takes
less than a minute to set up either the Whitetail Buck or
Feeding Doe decoys because the photorealistic image is
visible on both sides, so regardless of which direction a
buck approaches, he will see the decoy. 

Rogers noted that for 2010, Edge is adding movable
ears to both the Whitetail Buck and Feeding Doe decoys
and that the Whitetail Buck is 20 percent larger than pre-
vious models and sports a larger, nine point, Kicker Rack.
Both decoy models come with a tail that can be posi-
tioned five different ways to reflect the mood of the ani-
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Renzo's new Whitetail (4 in 1) buck decoy comes with improved
images and many added accessories including a five position tail.
The tail adds motion, realism and a three-dimensional effect to
the setup. The buck is 20 percent fatter and carries a larger, 9
point, kicker rack to allow hunters a variety of options for modify-
ing the rack when hunting different sized bucks. The decoy also
features a more realistic winter coat and scent wicks that enable
the hunter to make it smell like a real deer. The buck can be used in
either an upright or bedded position. Renzo’s Buck and Doe decoys in field.

A lost fawn is an easy meal for predators and Renzo's Fawn
Decoy can make them drool. This decoy can do double duty as
either a predator or deer decoy because both predators and does
are likely to respond aggressively to a distressed fawn bleat.
Throw in a visual focus point to reinforce the bleat and you have a
perfect hunting setup for either deer or predators.

Life-sized and lightweight, Renzo's coyote decoy is a sure way
to bring them into shooting range. This decoy works great with a
predator call and gives the coyote a sense of "ease" when it sees
and hears another coyote. The included stake allows for easy and
quick set up. This decoy will rotate on the stake with the wind
while the free moving furry tail adds lifelike realism.
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mal. In addition to the two whitetail models, Renzo’s
offers hunters antelope, moose and cow elk decoy mod-
els so that they are prepared for hunting many big game
animals.

Turkey hunters will like Renzo’s new turkey flock
decoys that include two hens in two different postures

accompanied by a single jake. In addition, Renzo’s has
come up with the Backside Struttin’ Jake decoy which is
an ingenious way to drive big gobblers crazy because
they can never find the front. For 2010, Renzo’s has come
out with the Reel Turkey Feeding Hen decoy featuring a
new, string controlled motion system that can be used to
impart lifelike realism to the decoy. The system mimics
the feeding and walking motion of a real turkey and can
be adapted to most full strut decoy models as well.  

Rogers also noted that hunters are not only interest-
ed in hunting big game but other animals as well and the
company has seen a significant increase in the sale of
their predator decoys. “Hunting predators like coyotes is
becoming more popular in many areas because it gives
hunters something to hunt when they can’t hunt any-
thing else,” said Rogers. “Stocking these decoys can
result in additional sales long after the annual big game
season has ended,” he added. For further information
contact Edge by Expedite, 906 Dominion Drive, Hudson,
WI 54016. The phone number is (800) 810-7471.

Montana Decoys was started in 1996 by Jerry
McPhearson when he tried to improve on his hunting
success. McPhearson originally created an elk decoy by
using a high quality photo printed on a cotton/polyester
fabric. Today, the company offers no fewer than 18 dif-
ferent animal decoys including elk, caribou, whitetail
deer, mule deer, moose, antelope, turkey and coyote. 

One of Montana Decoy’s most unusual decoys might
not even be considered a decoy at all but rather a cover
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TO FIND YOUR LOCAL DEALER CALL 715 381 2935 OR GO ONLINE TO www.edgebyexpedite.com

At Edge, we leave our competition standing still!
EDGE SUPPORTS  

OUR TROOPS!

SETTING OUR  
SITES ON  

PREDATOR

Innovation
Hare Bawl Screamer WITH REMOTE  #642092

Nothing can improve your predator hunting success like an electronic caller and a 
motion decoy. Hare Bawl Screamer by Edge by Expedite has it all. We have com-
bined an electronic caller with a very realistic faux fur decoy to create the perfect 
deadly combo for harvesting predators. This decoy will randomly scream distress 
sounds and move erratically at the same time to bring in the wariest of predators. 
If you want remote control capability, Hare Bawl Screamer has that option too! 
With the Remote Control, you can control the sound and motion 
separately up to 50 yards away. Hare Bawl Screamer has 3 sound 
options:  Baby Cottontail, Adult Cottontail, and Jackrabbit.   

Now YOU can be hunting with Edge.

 
 

Also available: 
Hare Bawl Screamer 

without Remote 
#62609-2

Requires  
4AA batteries 
(not included)

This year Renzo's has introduced a realistic turkey decoy that is
sure to catch the attention of turkey hunters. The Reel Turkey
Feeding Hen decoy and motion system comes with a realistic
feeding hen decoy but it can be adapted for most full strut
decoys. The Feeding Hen comes with 200 feet of line and can be
set to move anywhere along the line to mimic a feeding turkey.
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animal. The Moo Cow is a life-size cow photograph
printed on the same high quality cotton/polyester mate-
rial as the other decoy models. It is perfect for getting
close to game animals such as antelope, turkeys or
waterfowl in open areas. While it’s never wise to use a
decoy to sneak up on game animals during the open gun
season, the Moo Cow may be perfect when hunting ante-
lope during the archery season when long sneaks are
often the norm. Hunters can hide behind the Moo Cow
decoy and walk across open ground to get within shoot-
ing range. I know for a fact, the Moo Cow would do well
for hunting turkeys in open areas because I’ve seen them
feeding in front, back and even beneath live cows. After
seeing this happen on more than one occasion, I won-
dered why no one ever came up with a cow decoy. Now,
someone has. 

To attract new buyers, the company is constantly

thinking of innovative designs and has introduced a new
line of turkey decoys employing a novel technique using
a High Definition process that produces lifelike images
on both sides of the decoy. The two sided Mr. T, Punk
Jake, Teaser Hen and Feeding Hen weigh only ounces
and when folded, take up less space than a seat cushion.
Field assembly is easy because all a hunter has to do it to
twist and stake the decoy to set it up in seconds. For
predator hunters the company offers a whitetail fawn
decoy called Fawnzy. Fawnzy is designed to be used as a
predator attractor and like the other Montana decoys; it
is lightweight and simple to set up. For further informa-
tion contact Montana Decoy, PO Box 157, 2690 Wagoneer
Drive, Colstrip, Montana 59323. The phone number is
(406) 748-3092. 

Developed over years of trial and error, the Four
Headed Decoy by 360 Hunting looks like it might be
more at home in a circus sideshow alongside the two
headed calf. However, one look at this innovative decoy
deployed in a woodland setting will quickly dispel that
notion. The Four Headed Deer Decoy utilizes an
extremely creative and innovative approach to fooling
deer and unlike single head decoys, the Four Headed
Decoy gives the impression of several deer feeding in a
natural, relaxed position. 

The Four Headed Deer Decoy is made of corrugated
plastic which is 100 percent weather proof. It weighs
only 3 pounds and sets up in seconds. While the decoy is
free standing, stakes are provided to anchor it more firm-
ly and make it completely wind resistant. The decoy folds
flat to 16x32 inches for easy transport making it the per-
fect decoy for mobile hunters who may hunt more than
one set up during a day’s hunt. Used with a deer attrac-
tant, grunt tube, bleat call and rattling horns, the Four

The Moo Cow by Montana Decoys is a lifesized photographically
reproduced image of a real cow and can be an effective cover
when game animals are hunted in open areas. A spring steel band
coupled with fiberglass poles and a steel step stake keeps the
decoy in place and allows for quick setups and take-downs.
Weighing only 2 pounds, the Moo Cow transports easily and folds
into a package only 19 inches square.

The Whitetail Buck by Montana Decoys offers fast setup by just
popping the decoy open and then inserting the two leg poles.
Take-down is just as easy and is accomplished by simply remov-
ing the poles and using a simple twist fold technique on the decoy
body. The Whitetail Buck is constructed of a durable polyester
fabric, with a spring steel band inside the body that holds the
body erect and in position.

Taking up less space than a seat cushion, the Mr. T Strutting Tom
decoy measures only 9x9 inches when folded and weighs only
10.5 ounces. The new two sided image using High Definition pho-
tography promises hunters one of the most realistic decoys on the
market. Assembly is easy using the twist and stake setup proce-
dure. Unfolded, the Mr. T Decoy measures 28 inches tall and 17
inches wide. The Mr. T Decoy back view is shown at the right.
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Headed Deer Decoy completes the setup.
According to company president, Doug McLeod, the

Four Headed Deer Decoy is most effective during the
phases of the rut when bucks are looking for does. He
suggests placing the decoy near a small food plot, in an
oak flat or along a creek bottom where food sources are
being visited by the does. McLeod says the bucks will cir-
cle these locations looking for does and may not make
an approach until they see a doe. The Four Headed Deer
Decoy is visible from 360 degrees making it the perfect
decoy for circling bucks. McLeod said another great

setup location is at an active scrape. Bucks often check
these scrapes from a distance and will come straight to a
doe that is visiting the scrape.

McLeod noted that, as with any decoy, a deer hunter
has to learn the best setups for his or her location. Just
putting a deer decoy out in the open where a buck can
see it doesn’t always result in a positive experience and
he suggests strategically locating the decoy near a stand

The Four Headed Decoy by 360 Hunting may appear startling at first but
that notion is quickly dispelled once it is placed in a hunting situation. This
life sized decoy is a high quality screen image printed on all sides on
durable corrugated plastic. It is 100 percent waterproof, UV protected, and
weighs only 3.1 pounds. When folded, this decoy measures a compact 16 x
32 inches.

Edge by Expedite calls the Quiver Critter (above) the nation’s
best selling predator decoy. It has a furry rabbit design and a sim-
ple quivering, shaking motion. The unit is powered by two AA
batteries. For use on frozen or rocky ground, a base that can be
filled with sand is available. An inexpensive winter-white cover is
another available option.

Lessons learned in the design of the Critter Quiver (left) went
into developing the Hare Ball Screamer. This unit has a realistic
faux fur rabbit body. The rabbit sits on a low profile ground base
you fill with sand. The decoy will shake and bawl randomly with
its built-in timer distress calls. Edge also gives this AA battery-
powered unit a remote control.
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so a buck has to pass within range as he investigates the
decoy. McLeod noted that mature bucks usually circle
the decoy as they approach trying to get down wind.
With all of the buck’s attention on the decoy, the hunter
can get into position to take the shot. To become a deal-
er or for further information contact: 360 Hunting, LLC,
112 Covey Lane, Walterboro, SC 29488. The phone num-
ber is (843) 562-6379.

The Heads Up Deer Decoy by Smokey Hill Hunting
Products differs from most others because it is not a full
body decoy. The Heads Up Decoy offers only the head
and neck of an antelope, elk or deer and provides real-
ism, portability and simplicity of use. The ability to move
on a game animal is often important when hunting and
the Heads Up decoy will allow hunters to do just that. “Be
mobile, stay mobile,” is the company motto and by
doing so, hunters may find this decoy can put a little
more excitement into the hunt. 

According to President Garrett Roe, the Heads Up
decoy is the newest silhouette big game decoy concept
on the market. The decoy is made with a double sided,
print photo of the head, neck and shoulders of a big
game animal printed on sturdy cloth. This decoy doesn’t
require any stakes or poles for set up because of its flexi-
ble, yet semi rigid frame. The nose and ears of the Heads
Up Decoy have rigid supporting components preventing
them from warping or curling while the internal sup-
porting frame of the decoy supports it in a natural and
realistic posture. Hunters who stalk game where the
wind must be constantly dealt with will appreciate the
innovative “wind lock system” which keeps the decoy
from collapsing or spinning in the wind. 

“We are becoming the most ver-

satile big game decoy on the market,” said Roe. “Our
decoys are lightweight, packable, realistic and easy to
use,” he continued. Roe went on to say Heads Up decoys
give hunters the opportunity to hunt in ways they never
thought possible. For example, a hunter can hunt at
ground level and “flash” a big game animal using just the
head of the decoy to pique its interest. “Our flagship
decoy is our elk decoy and this is one that can be used on
every hunt because it weighs less than a pound and it
can be carried anywhere,” said Roe. “You can move with
the animal as they move and can add some subtle
motion for added realism,” he continued.

Roe told ArrowTrade most hunters know when trying
to lure a big buck or bull elk into shooting range, mimic-
king their call alone won’t always work. However, by
implementing special effects, a hunter can enhance the
use of his game call or rattling antlers to simulate a buck
or bull in the wild and the visual verification that there is
a real animal making that noise can seal the deal. 

On the other hand, even visual verification may not
be enough. “Movement is the key ingredient to close that
gap from just out of range, to close range,” Roe said. Roe
noted the unique design of the Heads Up Decoy allows a
hunter to animate the decoy completing the circle of
calling and luring the animal within range. For addition-
al information contact: Smoky Hill Hunting Products
LLC, 1710 Golden Belt Drive, Hays, KS 67601. The phone
number is (785) 650-4038. 

Flambeau Outdoors manufactures a wide variety of
outdoor related plastic products ranging from fishing
lures to decoys. Currently, Flambeau offers hunters a
choice of three deer decoys along with two decoys

designed for the turkey hunter plus
decoys for varmint hunting. 

In 2007, Flambeau introduced the
Boss Buck Decoy and it was extremely
well received by the hunting commu-
nity. Designed by renowned wildlife
sculptor Chris Shiller, the Boss Buck is
an extremely realistic model of a 120
class whitetail buck that boasts amaz-
ing detail. The Boss Buck features a

Heads Up Decoys are unique because no stakes or poles are required to maintain the
shape of the decoy. Unlike other decoys, Heads Up decoys are handheld so that the
hunter can provide movement to further enhance the decoying process. The pocket like
decoy is printed with a photo generated image of the game animal on both sides of stur-
dy cloth fabric. When used in the field, the decoy doesn’t require any stakes or poles
because it is supported by a semi-rigid yet flexible self-supporting frame. These decoys
are available in a whitetail, mule deer, cow elk and antelope pattern. The Heads Up
Decoy allows hunters the ability to be mobile while providing a visual verification and
movement when stalking deer, elk or antelope.
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newly designed twist locking leg system that provides
the model with unsurpassed stability and durability.
Hunters will appreciate how easy this decoy is to set up
and they will also like how the rear legs are designed to

accept readily
available scent
pads that add to
the realism.

Zack Red-
nour,  who spoke
to us as the

national marketing coordinator for Flambeau’s Outdoor
Division, said the one thing hunters should know about
the Boss Buck is that because it is life sized it will truly
aggravate the larger bucks in the field. “To attract a tro-
phy buck, you need a mature looking decoy that will like-
ly set off the aggressiveness of a real buck. The Boss Buck
is posed in a stance designed to trigger that aggressive-
ness and will likely engage a large buck looking for a
fight,” he stated. 

According to Rednour, after its introduction, the
Boss Buck was well received by hunters so Flambeau

360˚ Chair™
IS HERE!  

Flambeau has added yet another decoy to the Masters Series deer decoy family
designed by noted wildlife sculptor Chris Schiller. The Boss Babe replaces Flambeau’s
Redi-Doe, which was the company’s best selling deer decoy
for almost two decades. The new Masters Series Boss Babe
can be used alone or as a perfect compliment to the Boss
Buck. Used together, they can create a deadly combination.
Like the Boss Buck the limbs, head and ears of the Boss Babe
break down quickly and can be stored inside the body cavi-
ty. Hunters will appreciate the secure plug provided for the
head hole so that parts don’t fall out when carrying the
decoy to the hunting
site. The new secure leg
attachment system fea-
tures a large diameter
screw cap to lock down
each leg from inside the
body. Additional fea-
tures include two sets of
ears that allow a hunter
to change the attitude of
the decoy from either an
alert to a submissive
posture. Like the Boss
Buck, the rear leg of the
Boss Babe is designed to
accept scent pads while
the front leg is designed
to accept an electronic
deer call (where legal).

PHOTO RIGHT: Coyote populations are
spreading across the country and many
hunters are finding them worthy adver-
saries during the off season. Hunting
these wily critters poses a challenge so,
good decoys are necessary. The Lone
Howler Coyote Decoy by Flambeau was
created by renowned wildlife artist
Charlie Norton and features a bungee leg
system to allow the decoy to be easily
transported and then placed in a sitting
or laying position. This year the Lone
Howler has been coated with a realistic
flocking material making it arguably the
most realistic coyote decoy on the market.
The poseable faux fur tail with wireframe
adds even more realism and moves in the
wind. The Lone Howler is designed to
accept the 2575 Invisi-Predator Electronic
Predator Call.

Boss gobblers can’t stand competition
especially if it is represented by an upstart
jake. Flambeau’s Tommy Jake is just the
thing to aggravate a dominant male tom
and make him come into shooting range.
The unique Feather Flex movement and
coloration provide high visibility over
great distances while the realistic feather
patterns and true-to-life color pattern
works to fool even the most reluctant gob-
bler. Tommy Jake is made from soft, poly-
ethylene foam that moves with the slight-
est breeze. A stake is included to keep the
decoy in place.
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came up with their newest addition to the Masters Series
deer decoy family, the Boss Babe. Like the Boss Buck, the
Boss Babe was also designed by Chris Schiller and it
comes with both submissive and alert ears. “She’s a true
to life decoy of a 100 pound doe with a flirtatious stance,”
said Rednour. “The Boss Babe is extremely effective dur-
ing the November rut because she gives the impression
she is at ease and not alert,” he added. 

The Boss Babe replaces Flambeau’s Redi-Doe, the
best selling deer decoy for almost two decades and the
first commercially made deer decoy available to hunters.
This new Masters Boss Babe Series can be used alone or
as a compliment to the Boss Buck. An approaching tro-
phy whitetail will find the Boss Buck and Masters Doe
extremely approachable and, when they are used togeth-
er, they create a deadly realistic scene. 

For 2010, Flambeau is raising the bar for decoy real-
ism and is offering the Flocked Boss Buck. Flocking cre-
ates truly amazing realism and these decoys look so life-
like, hunters need to be extremely cautious while posi-
tioning them. The Flocked Boss Buck includes all of the
features of the original Boss Buck, including the cap-lock
leg attachment system. The decoy is then flocked and
painted to create the most life-like appearance available.
The flocking detail gives the appearance of real hide and
the texture it adds can only truly be appreciated when
viewing the decoy. Another great feature of the flocking is
quieter transport to and from the hunting site, a critical
feature for any bowhunter. 

Varmint hunters will be interested to know
Flambeau has extended its flocking technology to The
Flocked Lone Howler, a coyote decoy that might make it
arguably the most realistic coyote decoy on the market.
The Flocked Lone Howler possesses all the features of
the original Lone Howler including a championship

quality carving by award winning wildlife sculptor,
Charlie Norton, a perfect paint job, faux fur and a motion
tail. In addition, hunters can pose this decoy in the sit-
ting/howling mode by positioning its bungee leg system.
The Flocked Lone Howler provides hunters with unsur-
passed realism when hunting extremely wary predators
like coyotes. Look for it in the spring of 2010. 

For the turkey hunter, Flambeau’s Masters Series
King Strut and Tommy Jake decoys look like they might
be a hot commodity this spring. According to Rednour,
the King Strut is an extremely easy decoy to hunt with
and to carry. It collapses for ease of transporting and can

Designed and tested by veteran hunters Harold Knight and
David Hale, the Pretty Boy decoy by Carry-Lite is a full sized
model of a real strutting boss gobbler that  comes with a full color
photographic reproduction fan. Notice the slot at the back of the
decoy that allows the reproduced fan to be replaced by a real one
if a hunter chooses to do so. Pretty Boy comes with a lifelike syn-
thetic beard that adjusts for length. The synthetic beard can be
removed entirely or replaced with a real one for added realism.
The head of the Pretty Boy decoy contains more white than other
decoy models because research has shown real turkeys are more
likely to react to this color scheme. The Pretty Boy is constructed
of tough and durable rub-
berized material and is
designed to withstand the
repeated attacks of a
mature bird. The intricate
paint scheme is treated to
resist cracking or flaking
even when attacked or
bounced around in the
back of a pickup. It’s fully
molded, with no staples or
poor quality seams to sep-
arate. Pretty Boy is sold as
a set with Pretty Girl.

The EZ-Goat by Carry-Lite is crafted
from a new, quieter shell material than
previous models and features folding
legs and a carrying strap to make trans-
portation and set up a simple matter. The
EZ-Goat comes with an ultra-realistic
paint scheme and a large, realistic head
to lure in the most reluctant of antelope
bucks. A fluorescent orange carry bag is
included.

Carry-Lite has added two more decoy
models to its popular Pretty Boy series of
decoys. The Pretty Mama Feeding Hen and
Junior Semi-Strutting Jake are  so realistic
it may be difficult to tell them from the real
thing. Heads are made molded from a
freeze-dried taxidermy turkey head to
ensure exacting realism. Pretty Mama is
poised in a realistic feeding position, the
Junior Semi-Strutting Jake is shown here.
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be carried in a backpack. He told ArrowTrade the lifelike
head of this decoy was molded from a freeze dried real
turkey head and adds authentic detail. This lightweight,
portable decoy is made from heavy duty foam, ships
with a photo-realistic fan tail and a long synthetic beard
that moves in the breeze. 

A foldable, two-piece Metal Tip Turkey Stake is
included and allows the decoy to move in the wind. For
the ultimate in realism, the tail section is designed to
accommodate the included patent-pending Green Tail
Holder. Flambeau’s Green Tail Holder allows a fresh tail
or a dried fan to be easily mounted to the decoy or the
Green Tail Holder may also be used to cure the fan of a

freshly harvested gobbler. Hardware is provided to
mount cured wings to the side of the decoy and a real
beard to the front. For additional information contact:
Flambeau Outdoors, 15981 Valplast Road, Middlefield,
OH 44062. The phone number is (800) 457-5252.

As of last summer, Carry-Lite Decoys Inc. by Pradco
is now Carry-Lite Decoys by Moultrie. For the past 80
years, Carry-Lite has produced realistic, detailed and
durable decoys for hunting most game species. The
company has always believed in innovation to make
their decoys as lifelike as possible and has incorporated
new material, techniques and designs to achieve that
goal. Their products are constantly field tested by hunt-
ing enthusiasts across the country whom continually
look for ways to improve them. 

The Carry-Lite whitetail deer decoy features striking
realism and a natural color scheme. This decoy is light-
weight and portable because the legs, head, ears, tail and
antlers fit neatly inside the body cavity. A set of antlers
are included so that it can be used as either a doe or buck
decoy. Upon arriving at the hunting location, the
appendages can quickly be re-attached to the body. 

As popular as the original whitetail deer decoy is,
Carry-Lite by Moultrie now offers the new EZ-Buck deer
decoy. The EZ-Buck is made with a new, lighter, quieter,
more realistic material while its legs fold up and the head
slips down into the body for easy transport. This, cou-
pled with the new paint job and realistic-looking tail

Carry-Lite completely redesigned the EZ-Buck Whitetail decoy
and has made it easier to pack in and out and easier to set up
than ever before. This decoy is built from a soft material that
allows a hunter to sneak into or out of a hunting location and fea-

tures molded in details and a paint
scheme that will fool even the most sus-

picious buck. The included antlers can
be placed on the head or left off,
depending on whether the hunter is
trying to attract a buck or a doe. After
the hunt, the decoy can be disassem-
bled and placed in its bright orange
tote bag (included) for transportation.

Hunters who pair Carry-Lite’s Pretty Girl turkey decoy with the
Pretty Boy decoy on the opposite page had better have their fin-
gers on their release trigger or gun safety because the toms are
sure to come in running. Often, the key to success is setting up a
realistic scenario that convinces gobblers to approach, and the
submissive Pretty Girl completes the package. Pretty Girl is craft-
ed to look like a submissive hen and designed to be used in tan-
dem with the Pretty Boy decoy. 
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make it more lifelike than ever. Hunters will really like
how the lightweight, sound-dampening material of the
body lets them slip it into their hunting area with a min-
imum of noise. As if that isn’t enough, the legs of the EZ-
Buck are attached with bungee cords allowing the hunter
to simply snap them into place when ready to hunt. A
hunter can head for the woods without fear a head or a
leg will be lost on the walk to the stand because the
appendages remain attached to the decoy body. To
ensure this decoy lives up to its name, the EZ-Buck also
features a one-piece, easy-to-drive, foot-operated stake
system for better stability. Both the EZ-Buck and
Whitetail decoys come with an orange mesh carry bag
for safety and convenience. 

Carry-Lite hasn’t forgotten the turkey hunters this
year because for 2010 the company is adding two new
decoy models to its Pretty Boy series. Designed to com-
plement the effective and popular Pretty Boy and Pretty
Girl decoys, the Pretty Mama Feeding Hen and the Junior
Semi-Strutting Jake are sure to catch the eye of big gob-
blers as well as that of many serious turkey hunters.

The Pretty Mama is a lifelike feeding hen with a real-
istic paint scheme designed to put big gobblers at ease.
She is made with a soft, pliable material to ensure easy
fold up and transportation. The head is molded from a
real freeze-dried turkey head to impart a lifelike appear-
ance. To keep Pretty Mama in place, a stake is included. 

Just in time for this spring’s hunt, the Pretty Boy
Semi-Strutting Jake Decoy is sure to spike the ire of the
boss gobbler once he sees him in his semi-strutting
position. Like Pretty Mama, Junior’s head is molded
from the freeze-dried head of a wild turkey. Unlike the
more rigid Pretty Boy, Junior is made with a softer and
more pliable material to make transporting much easi-
er. A lifelike synthetic beard is included and it can be
adjusted from that of a jake to a mature gobbler in just
seconds. Purists can even replace the fake beard with a
real one if they wish to do so. Like the Pretty Mama, the
Semi-Strutting Jake comes with one stake to keep it in
position. 

Rounding out Carry-Lite’s turkey decoys are the
Peep’N Tom Gobbler and the Pretty Penny Hen. Carry-
Lite feels two heads are better than one and supplies
both decoys with two replica turkey heads. By switching

turkey heads on the decoy, a hunter can replicate the
mood of a real turkey. The included heads of the Peep’N
Tom Gobbler can be set in a “strutting” position or in an
“active” state to entice a big tom to come into shooting
range. The Peep N’Tom is modeled after its big brother
the Pretty Boy, only he is ten percent smaller. A remov-
able photo-reproduction fan is included and can be
replaced with a real turkey fan if the hunter wishes to
add even more realism to the setup. 

The heads of the Pretty Penny Hen can set the mood
of the decoy from contented hen to breeding hen in just
seconds. The body is made with a soft, pliable material
that makes carrying easy. One stake is included to keep
the decoy in place. For additional information contact:
Carry-Lite Decoys, 150 Industrial Road, Alabaster, AL
35007. The phone number is (800) 653-3334.

Hunters looking for realism in their decoys will be
extremely interested in the Hot 2 Squat Motion Doe
Decoy by Delta Targets. This decoy mimics a doe in heat
by raising its tail and squatting in a submissive position
that promises to drive bucks crazy. The decoy simulates
the squatting motion of a doe depositing sign. When the
hunter pulls a string, the rear of the decoy moves down
and the tail raises. This versatile decoy can also be used
in non-rut scenarios as a standard doe, calming other
deer with its presence. This decoy is extremely effective
during the rut and its ultra realistic appearance promis-
es to fool the most wary of bucks. 

This year, Delta is offering yet another three dimen-
sional decoy with an improved design over its discon-

The Hot2Squat decoy from Delta Decoys takes motion decoying
to a new level. Hunters will appreciate the simple and speedy
assembly and how it can be set up in just minutes. Constructed of
durable polyethylene, the decoy comes complete with tree stand
stake, ground stake, line and reel for use and storage.

The Delta Ultimate Hot Hen is the company’s most popular
turkey decoy. It folds easily for packing.
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tinued Whitetail Deer decoy model. The new Pretender
Deer Decoy has a number of improved features that
hunters will like. Taxidermy quality eyes gives this
decoy a lifelike stare, while plastic antler inserts ensure
quick and easy attachment of the included antlers.
Hunters will also like how the removable plastic ears
can be adjusted to an at-ease, alert or dominant-
aggressive ear position while the quick-attach head and
legs ensure a swift setup. To enhance realism, the
Pretender sports an ultra-realistic, removable tail that
sways in the slightest breeze to convince wary bucks it’s
the real thing. 

For the turkey hunter, Delta offers the Ultimate Hot
Hen featuring a relaxed posture and a slightly turned
head. This projects a “come hither” attitude to attract
wary gobblers. The Ultimate Hot Hen is Delta’s most pop-
ular turkey decoy and is hand-painted with iridescent
paint to provide a realistic appearance. It is easy to trans-
port and assemble and folds easily. Hunters will appreci-
ate how easy it is to fit several collapsed birds into a vest
pocket. The polyethylene material from which the body is
made is tough and features a patented superior memory
which allows the decoys to retain their shape. A stake and
instructions are included. For further information con-

tact: Delta Sports Products LLC, 30151 160th Street, Dike
IA. The phone number is (800) 708-0673.

Conclusion
Just like animal scents and calls, decoys are fast

becoming an important tool for many hunters. A good,
realistic decoy causes the animal to look past a hunter
distracting it long enough for a hunter to get a shot. This
is especially true while bow hunting elk or pronghorns
when it is often difficult to get in close enough for a shot.
In addition, a good lightweight decoy can be moved and
placed into a position where an animal on the move is
likely to see it, thus lending credence to a hunter’s rat-
tling or to his or her calls. Using a decoy has never been
easier or more effective. 

Decoys today are lightweight, packable and extreme-
ly realistic. When your inventory of them is placed near a
display of calls, scents and rattling devices, decoys can
become additional money makers for the bowhunting
retailer. For added interest, consider setting up some of
the most popular decoy models out of their packaging,
so customers can do more than read the features off the
box or bag. Enhancements like heads and tails that move
in the wind, realistic sculpturing, flocking that mimics

fur and hunter-activated motion are
all easier to understand and value
when the product is set up as you’d see
it in woods or field.

The newest addition to the expanding Delta deer decoy line, the Pretender provides
exactly the user-friendly design and cutting-edge features that today's whitetail hunters
demand in a deer decoy. Besides being ultra-realistic in appearance, the Pretender is
made of quiet, lightweight polyurethane foam for nearly-effortless transport and stor-
age. The body splits to expose a hidden cavity for housing decoy components when not
in use. The decoy is easily opened and closed using Delta's revolutionary Bungee Binder
System.
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